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A Chinese National Improved Stove Program for the 21st Century to
Promote Rural Social and Economic Development
Kirk R. Smith and Deng Keyun
Although not remembered by many today, China probably achieved the largest
improvement in energy efficiency in world history in terms of the population affected in
one program. The National Improved Stove Program (NISP) and its provincial
counterparts were initiated in the early 1980s and are credited with introducing nearly
200 million improved stoves by the late-1990s. Focusing on increasing biomass fuel
efficiency to assist rural welfare, it extended fuel availability to villages and helped
protect forests. Secondary emphasis was on reduction of household smoke exposures
through use of chimneys.
Although an immense accomplishment, the needs of the 21st century in China now call
for another major effort, a NISP-II to bring today’s modern stove technology to China’s
rural households that still contain three-fifths of its people. This is because there are
major changes in our understanding of the impacts of traditional biomass and coal fuel
use and in the expectations for social development in China that have changed the
landscape for improved biomass stove programmes.
Understanding







We understand much more thoroughly the health impacts of traditional fuel use
with hundreds of papers published in the Chinese and international scientific
literatures documenting a range of health impacts from the household pollution.
Currently, the World Health Organization estimates that 400,000 premature
deaths a year in rural China are due to household solid fuel use, primarily among
women and children. This is more than the impact of urban outdoor air pollution
in the country.
Although surprising to many people, outdoor air pollution is also a severe
problem in many parts of rural China, with levels well above standards set to
protect health. Household biomass and coal use is a significant contributor.
Because of the opening up of the rural economy and the convenience it offers,
household coal use is becoming more widespread in rural areas, with consequent
increases in pollution. Just as household coal use is banned in Chinese cities
because of the problems it creates, high quality substitutes are needed in rural
areas as well if rural welfare is to achieve today’s targets.
It is now recognized that climate change is a major global and national threat and
household fuel combustion is a contributor with high greenhouse impacts per unit
energy delivered compared to nearly any other human uses of energy. This is due
not only to the CO2 from coal use, but also the non-CO2 greenhouse gases from
coal and biomass, which are produced due to the poor combustion in today’s
stoves. Black carbon, in turn, may have a role in accelerating the melting of
glaciers. At least 10% of Chinese CO2 emissions is due to rural household coal
and probably one-third of its black carbon emissions.
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Technology









Given the combined goals of fuel efficiency, health protection, and low climate
impacts, it is now realized that the best approach is to promote a new generation
of high-combustion-efficiency low-emissions advanced combustion devices, such
as “gasifier” stoves. Even the robust improved chimney-stoves that were
promoted under NISP were not designed to bring these benefits.
Today, however, there are a range of Chinese-developed stoves with such high
performance, such as the winners of the National Stove Competition run by the
Chinese Association of Rural Energy Industries in 2007.
We also realize that to achieve reliable high performance, stoves must deploy
either ceramics or good metal alloys, neither of which can be effectively utilized
in village manufacture, but must be made in centralized manufacturing facilities
with good quality control and other modern mass production techniques.
Truly improved stoves tend to have a narrower tolerance to variations in fuel size
and moisture and thus generally require pelletizing for highest performance. This
requires local development of biomass pellet industries
Hybrid gasifier stoves (with small electric blowers), however, effectively
maintain good performance over a wider variety of fuel characteristics, thus
making them usable even where pellets are not available.
The microchip and personal computer revolutions are offering cost-effective ways
using small smart devices to monitor and evaluate stove programs covering
millions of households. Such monitoring a critical requirement for achieving and
documenting success.

Rural China






More than 97% of rural Chinese households now have access to electricity, a
significant change since the early 1980s. This makes use of advanced blower
stoves feasible in nearly everywhere.
Widespread access to radio, TV, and cell phones as well as growing access to the
internet provide entirely new ways to market, disseminate, and otherwise facilitate
stove sales and dissemination.
If proper incentives can be designed, rising rural incomes enable new stove
programs to be partly funded not only by subsidies, but also by sales to farmers,
who will gain financial benefits through the substantially improved energy
efficiency that is possible with modern stoves.
Just as cell phones, electrical appliances, and small engines and pumps are part of
modernizing rural China to reach social development, so should high-efficiency
combustion. It is not possible to maintain good social conditions in households
and villages with high smoke emissions being emitted day and night by stoves
with low energy efficiency as well..

The economic value to the farmers, nation, and world of eliminating the pollution and
waste that now comes from poor combustion in Chinese stoves is substantial. Estimates
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are that it can produce CO2-equivalent reductions at about $5/ton with the health benefits
coming for free. Or, looking at it the other way, it can produce health benefits at
$500/healthy-life-year with the climate benefits for free. Either way, it is highly costeffective under Chinese conditions where tons of CO2-e typically cost more than $10 a
ton and life-years-saved cost more than $2000 each. Conversely, if nothing is done,it is
estimated government subsidies for medical care costs alone from household pollution
will reach more than 10 billion RMB annually by 2020.
NISP-I showed that even 25 years ago China was capable of disseminating 15 million
new stoves a year for a sustained period. The country should now consider a NISP-II that
would do so again to achieve the full benefits that are possible. At 15 million per year for
a decade, the country could significantly reduce coal use and air pollution, increase
national energy efficiency, and protect its glaciers and climate as well as improve health
and welfare for nearly all its rural population using biomass or coal by 2020.
Although there is growing awareness of the issues among academics and technocrats and
a few modest improved stove activities at the provincial level, the idea of a new national
program has not yet reached policy discussions in Beijing. It would seem, however, to fit
well within the current national plans both to promote rural welfare and renewable energy
as well as increasing signs that some sort of commitment on greenhouse emissions may
be taken on. The costs of even such a major effort would be relatively low compared to
many other activities being undertaken, perhaps no more than US$1-2 billion per year at
full scale. The overall benefit-cost relationship, as noted above, looks quite attractive. In
addition, perhaps a third of the cost could be borne by the households themselves due to
rising incomes and costs of current fuel patterns, reducing the government commitment.
The first programs should probably focus on ways to promote clean renewable biomass
combustion and other clean substitutes for coal use in both cooking and heating.
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